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Working for a company who is interested in either Automotive/Motorcycle or another
discipline of design in Computer Numerical Control (CNC) engineering and Computer
Generated Design engineering. Endeavored to keep employed and have current job
history upon request.

EXPERIENCE
Automobile Mechanic/Diesel Mechanic
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2001 – AUGUST 2003
 Kept equipment available for use by inspecting and testing vehicles,
completing preventive maintenance such as engine tune-ups, oil
changes, tire rotation and changes, wheel balancing, replacing filters.
 Maintained vehicle functional condition by listening to operator
complaints, conducting inspections, repairing engine failures,
repairing mechanical malfunctions, replacing parts and components,
repairing body damage.
 Verified vehicle serviceability by conducting test drives; adjusting
controls and systems.
 Had Maintains vehicle records by recording service and repairs.
 Kept shop equipment operating by following operating instructions,
troubleshooting breakdowns, maintaining supplies, performing
preventive maintenance, calling for repairs.
 Kept supplies ready by inventorying stock; placing orders, verifying
receipt.
 Updated job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities,
reading technical publications.

Automobile Mechanic

Delta Corporation - 1998 – 2001









Responsible for identifying, troubleshooting, and repairing the parts
and components of Nissan vehicles Performed installation and testing
of various.
Hamilton, MO Engine repair/replacement, transmission
repair/replacement, exhaust system repair, suspension work, test
electrical systems, test.
As an automobile mechanic and manager, I check all the cars for
defective parts and order them, customer service, and payroll.
Diagnose and Repair vehicles both gas and diesel Perform routine
maintenance on both gas and diesel vehicles.
Organized shop tools and areas and completed and operated on any
discrepancies or issues with any vehicle.
Maintaining service operations by inspecting vehicles and keeping
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them maintenance, maintaining vehicles full condition, verifying
vehicle.
Operation efficiency, successful jobs, and correct initial diagnoses.

EDUCATION


High School Diploma - 2002(Powhatan High School)

SKILLS
MATLAB, Solid Edge, Linux, ESI- CFD, MS Office, Leadership, Management.
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